Abstract. Deviation detection is an important problem of both data and text mining. In this paper we consider the detection of deviations in a set of texts represented as conceptual graphs. In contrast with statistical and distance-based approaches, the method we propose is based on the concept of generalization and regularity. Among its main characteristics are the detection of rare patterns (that attempt to give a generalized description of rare texts) and the ability to discover local deviations (deviations at different contexts and generalization levels). The method is illustrated with the analysis of a set of computer science papers.
Introduction
For our civilization, knowledge is the most valuable treasure. Most of this knowledge exists in the form of natural language as books, journals, reports, etc. Therefore, the real possession of all this knowledge depends on our capabilities for doing different tasks with texts, for instance: search for interesting texts, compare different texts, or summarize them.
Text mining, the new research area of text processing, is focused in this kind of tasks. Mainly, it is concerned with the discovery of interesting patterns, such as clusters, associations, deviations, similarities and differences from text collections (Feldman, 1999; Mladenic, 2000; Ciravegna et al., 2001) .
Currently, most methods of text mining use simple and shallow representations of the texts. On one hand, such representations are easily extracted from texts and easily analyzed, but on the other hand, they usually restrict the discovered patterns to the topic level.
To make text mining more useful, richer representations than just keywords, i.e., representations with more types of textual elements, must be used. On the basis of this idea, we are designing a method for doing text mining at detail level (Montes-y- Gómez, 2002 ). This method uses conceptual graphs (Sowa, 1999) for representing the texts content, and considers different tasks, such as: clustering generation, association discovery and deviation detection. This paper focuses on the detection of rare patterns -also called deviations -among a set of conceptual graphs representing document details. Basically, it presents a method that detects deviations based on the concept of regularity -instead of distance -and that allows detecting local deviations and deviations at different levels of generalization.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some previous work on deviation detection. Section 3 introduces conceptual graphs and their clustering. Section 4 presents a method for detecting deviations in a set of conceptual graphs. Then Section 5 shows some experimental results from the analysis of a set of computer science papers. Finally, section 6 draws some preliminary conclusions.
Related Work
Traditional statistical methods consider deviations as a source of noise, and try to reduce their effects. On the contrary, recent data mining methods consider the deviations a especially interesting hidden knowledge about data. These methods are mainly of two kinds: methods that use additional information about the data (e.g. Guzmán, 1996) , and methods that take advantage of the data's own redundancy (Han and Kamber, 2001 ). Among the latter we distinguish the following two approaches:
• The statistical approach assumes a distribution model for the data, and then identifies deviations with respect to the model using a discordancy test. The application of this test requires knowledge about the data (such as the data distribution) and knowledge about the distribution parameters (such as mean and variance). This approach is presented in (Barnett and Lewis, 1994 ).
• The distance-based approach considers that an object o in a data set S is a deviation with parameters p and d, if at least a fraction p of the objets in S lie at a distance greater than d from o. The application of this approach requires a distance measure between the objects of the problem and some parameters, such as the number of neighbors of a given object in order to be not considered as a deviation (Knorr and Ng, 1998) .
In text mining two different approaches are used for detecting deviations. The first approach focuses on detecting rare texts in a given collection (Alexandrov et al., 2000) . The second allows detecting rare topics in a collection (Feldman and Dagan, 1995; Allan et al., 1998 ).
Background

Conceptual graphs
A conceptual graph is a bipartite graph (Sowa, 1999) 
Conceptual clustering
In some previous work, we presented a method for conceptual clustering of conceptual graphs (Montes-y-Gómez et al., 2001 ). There, we argued that the resulting conceptual hierarchy expresses the hidden organization (structure) of the collection of graphs, but also constitutes an abstract or index of the collection that facilitate the discovery of other hidden patterns, e.g. the contextual deviations. Following, we briefly explain the main characteristics about this conceptual hierarchy.
Conceptual clustering -unlike the traditional cluster analysis techniques-allows not only to divide the set of graphs into several groups, but also to associate a description to each group and to organize them into a hierarchy. The resulting hierarchy H is not necessarily a tree or lattice, but a set of trees (a forest). This hierarchy is a kind of inheritance network, where those nodes close to the bottom indicate specialized regularities and those close to the top suggest generalized regularities 1 . In section 5, we show part of a cluster hierarchy built from a set of computer science papers.
Formally, each node h i ∈H is represented by a triplet (cov(h i ), desc(h i ), coh(h i )). Here cov(h i ), the coverage of h i , is the set of graphs covered by the regularity h i ; desc(h i ), the description of h i , consists of the common elements of the graphs of cov(h i ); coh(h i ), the cohesion of h i , indicates the least similarity among any two graphs of cov(h i ). Also, the node h i is an antecessor of the node h j if:
Conceptual graph deviations 4.1 Basic considerations
Our method, different to the statistical and distance-based approaches, is based on the concept of regularity. Basically, it defines any object (graph or text in our case) without a representative characteristic -a characteristic that is common to a great number of its "neighbors"-as a rare object, and consequently as a possible deviation.
This approach is similar to that proposed by Arning et al. (1996) , who define a deviation as those elements that increase the variance of the complete set of objets.
The detection of deviations in a set of conceptual graphs is supported on the following ideas. Given a set of conceptual graphs, C = {G i }:
• A representative characteristic is any common generalization g c of more than m conceptual graphs of the set, where m is a given threshold. Let denote by F the set of representative characteristics of C.
• A rare conceptual graph is a graph that has no representative characteristic 2 .
Thus, the set of rare graphs is defined as:
• A deviation d is a pattern that describes one or more of the rare graphs. In other words, a deviation is a generalization of some rare graphs of C. Thus, given a deviation d the following conditions are satisfied:
Therefore, given a set of conceptual graphs C, a contextual deviation is an expression of the form:
. In this expression g i is the context and g j is the description of the rare graphs (a m-deviation); r is the rarity of the deviation on the context, and s is the support of the context with respect to the whole set. For instance, the following deviation indicates that just 4% of the graphs about animals (of some imaginary set) mention a bird of prey, while 32% of the graphs of the entire set are about animals:
Method for detecting the deviations
Detecting deviations in a given set of graphs is defined as the problem of finding all ( )
expressions according with the user defined threshold m.
The process of detection of the deviations in a set of conceptual graphs C is based on the existance of a conceptual clustering H. Each node h i of this hierarchy represents a different context (related subset) of C, groups the graphs of cov(h i ) and is described by the conceptual graph desc(h i ).
For each context (node of the hierarchy), we detect deviations based on the following definitions:
Rare conceptual graph:
The graph G i ∈ cov(h i ) is a rare graph for the context h i if there is no representative characteristic
The set of rare conceptual graphs of the context h i is denoted by R(h i ).
2 If there is no representative characteristic, then it is not possible to detect any deviation.
Contextual deviation: The description desc(h k ) of the node
. In this case, the contextual deviation is expressed as:
These definitions allow finding all contextual deviations for a given set of graphs, and also for a given m. Many of these deviations are redundant. For instance, if the graphs that mention birds are rare then the graphs about birds of prey are also rare. Thus, it is necessary to eliminate the redundant deviations.
Redundant deviation:
The contextual deviation
The basic algorithm for detecting deviations in a set of conceptual graphs -in their conceptual hierarchy -works as follows. It traverses all the hierarchy (using a bottom-up approach) and for each node h i (a context) defines the set of representative 
Maximal_Deviation of h i considering h k Figure 1 . Deviation detection algorithm.
characteristics and rare elements. Then, it detects the nodes h j < h i whose descriptions desc(h j ) represent a contextual deviation for the given context h i . The algorithm is described in figure 1 .
Experimental results
This section describes the analysis of a set of conceptual graphs that represents the content of 495 paper surrogates of computer science. Figure 2 shows a paper surrogate and its corresponding conceptual graph. The method to extract and build the graphs is described in (Tapia-Melchor and López-López, 1998; Montes-y-Gómez, 1999).
Logical Analysis of Programs
The first part of the paper is devoted to techniques for the automatic generation of invariants. The second part provides criteria for using the invariants to check simultaneously for correctness (including termination) or incorrectness. A third part examines the implications of the approach for the automatic diagnosis and correction of logical errors. In order to detect the deviations in the given set of graphs, we first built it conceptual clustering. The experiments demonstrate that this kind of clustering, when the graphs represent text details, is practical. For instance, figure 3 shows an almost linear growth in the number of clusters and connections of the conceptual hierarchy. Also, this clustering is rich enough for discovering patterns, since it maintains most conceptual and relational information. The figure 4 shows a small part of the resulting hierarchy.
For the experiments we use 0.1 ≤ m ≤ 0.5. The best case was obtained with m = 0.25. We detected 23 deviations; two examples are showed in Figure 5 . They indicate that the papers are focused on the description of different procedures, being the data division the procedure less studied. Also, some papers consider the solution of equations, but just very few study the solution of polynomial equations by the Barstow-Hitchcock method.
Conclusions
Current methods of text mining use simple and shallow representation of texts, for instance, a list of keywords. On one hand, such representations are easily extracted from texts and easily analyzed, but on the other hand, they usually restrict the expressiveness and diversity of the discoveries. Our research is focused on this problem. Basically, we proposed to use conceptual graphs for representing the text content, and developed some methods to analyze this kind of representations and discover detail patterns among texts.
In this paper we present a method for detecting rare patterns -deviations-in a given set of conceptual graphs. This method is different from traditional statistical and distance-based approaches, because it detects the deviations based on the concept of regularity. Some important characteristics of this method are:
• Detects not only rare graphs but also patterns about them. These patterns summarize the content of the rare graphs.
• Uses the conceptual clustering of the graphs as an index of the collection. This strategy facilitates the detection of local deviations.
• Identifies deviations for different contexts of the set of graphs (local deviations), and thus allows visualizing the deviations from different perspectives and at different levels of generalization. Figure 5 . Two deviations of the set of computer science papers.
